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NON FICTION

Élisabeth Brami, ill. Estelle Billon-Spagnol

CHRISTMAS • PRESENTS • HUMOUR • FAMILY • SOCIETY

LOOPY
LETTERS
TO FATHER
CHRISTMAS
◗ 17x21 cm ◗ 40 pages
◗ hardcover

In this unusual collection, Élisabeth Brami
and Estelle Billon-Spagnol have imagined
twenty letters of complaint from children
between 4 and 12 years old. An opportunity
to make fun of those failed presents, but also
to ponder on: divorced parents, money or
health problems, stereotyped toys; Christmas
is not necessarily merry for everyone!

STEREOTYPES • GENDER • LIBERTY

! Rights sold to China, Germany,
Italy, Latin America, Turkey,
Korea, Ireland and UK

THE
DECLARATION
OF GIRLS’
RIGHTS
THE
DECLARATION
OF BOYS’
RIGHTS
! Rights sold to Italy,
Latin America, Turkey, Korea

THE
DECLARATION
OF MUMS’
RIGHTS
THE
DECLARATION
OF DADS’
RIGHTS
Psychologist Élisabeth Brami is the author
of some 80 children books, which were
often awarded, such as Little Pleasures,
The Smartypants Guidebook (Seuil).

◗ 15 x 21 cm
◗ 32 pages ◗ hardcover

PIC TURE BOOKS
2018 DOLL • HUMOR • TOY • STEREOTYPE •
MATERNITY

Stéphanie Richard, ill. Gwenaëlle Doumont
◗ 15 x 19 cm ◗ 32 pages ◗ hardcover

2018 SUPERHEROES • HUMOR • TOY •

I DON’T
LIKE
DOLLS
"I do NOT like
dolls, neither
the skinny
ones with long
yellow hair,
nor those with
real baby faces, nor the soft ragged
up ones, and still, I keep getting them!
For my seventh birthday, guess what...
Granny Esther gave me a doll with big
clicking round eyes. This time, I will get
rid of it!"

STEREOTYPE • VIRILITY

I DON’T LIKE
SUPERHEROES

"I do NOT like
superheroes,
not Superman,
not Batman, not
Doberman, not
Marzipan and
not Jordan, who is boasting around the
playground! The other day, he said that his
father was a superhero and that he had
to go on a dangerous secret mission to
American Australia... No way! I am going to
have a look into it...”

! Rights sold to China

I DON’T LIKE
FOOTBALL

I DON’T LIKE
BEING A BIG BOY

I DON’T LIKE
BEING PRETTY

I DON’T LIKE
BALLET

PIC TURE BOOKS
MOTHER-DAUGHTER RELATIONSHIP •
HUMOUR • FEELINGS

I DON’T FEEL LIKE IT
“A huge breakfast?”
I don’t feel like it… “A
pillow fight?” I don’t
feel like it… “A game
of hide and seek?”
I don’t feel like it…
Mother Rabbit tries
all she can to get
her daughter out of her gloomy mood.

Clothilde Delacroix
◗ 15 x 19 cm ◗ 32 pages ◗ hardcover

FEELINGS • HUMOUR • MOTHER-DAUGHTER
RELATIONSHIP

BIG LIES

! Rights sold to China

On each page, a little
bunny confesses
a new lie to her
mother, who is
amused, dismayed,
or worried.
A sweet and
funny picture book,
kindly mocking at the tales invented by
children and parents’ illusions.

Anne-Caroline Pandolfo
◗ 32 pages ◗ hardcover
ISSUES • ZOO • SELF-ACCEPTANCE

THE HOOD

◗ 19 x 23 cm

Louis, always
seen wearing a
strange hood,
is constantly
mocked by
other children.
When he
visits the zoo, he
decides to take
off his hood, revealing a mane to rival that of
the king of the jungle. All the animals in the
zoo try on the hood one by one. This hilarious
experience manages to reconcile Louis with
his mane of fire.

SELF-ACCEPTANCE • ANIMALS • ART

A PORTRAIT IN THE FLESH

◗ 23 x 19 cm

Leon wishes to paint the portraits of his
animal friends. To his great surprise, they
all refuse, each pointing out some horrible
physical flaw. But, the animals, rather than
being flattered when they find the painting,
find themselves more beautiful in real life!

PIC TURE BOOKS
2018 FRIENDSHIP • EMOTION • POSSESSIVITY

CLIC AND CLOC
Estelle Billon-Spagnol
◗ 17,5 x 26 cm ◗ 32 pages ◗ hardcover

Clic and Cloc are
the best of friends
and have always
been. They never
leave each other’s
side. Until the day
Cloc disappears.
Away from his
friend, Clic fears he
may no longer be
himself... Panicked, he goes looking
for Cloc, successively worried,
lonely and jealous before gaining his
autonomy.

CARAVAN • CONFORMISM • CHANGE •
FOREIGNER

LIKE EVERYBODY ELSE
Charlotte Erlih, ill. Marjolaine Leray
◗ 23,5 x 16 cm ◗ 40 pages ◗ hardcover

A colourful little caravan wanders around the
world. One evening she stops by a village. Soon
ill comments rage. Everything is subject for
gossip, her wheels, her flower colours and her
chimneyless roof. The little caravan tries hard to
look like everybody else.
But when her former caravan friends pass by,
they do not recognize her.

PIC TURE BOOKS
MIXED ORIGINS • FATHER-DAUGHTER • RELATIONSHIP •
IDENTITY

SO SAD

Rémi Courgeon
◗ 20 x 22 cm ◗ 32 pages ◗ hardcover
! Rights sold to Spain and Latin America

Noémie is a young girl of mixed racial ancestry.
Her father tells her the story of Boulou, the little
black cat who wanted to be white.
PHYSICAL APPEARANCE • POETRY • FANTASY

FOUR QUARTERS

David Guyon, ill. Violaine Costa
◗ 24 x 25,3 cm ◗ 32 pages ◗ hardcover
David Guyon * Violaine Costa

It’s the story of a fat one who wants to be thin, a thin
one who wants to get bigger, a small one who wants to
grow, and a tall one who wants to be shorter. To achieve
their goals, they put in more and more effort, but all in
vain. Then, they build an incredible machine, and in a
flash of lightning, they fuse together. For a result that is...
astonishing!

The first picture book of a promising young artist.
GRANDPARENTS • NATURE • LIFE CYCLE

MY POPLAR GRANDPA

Adèle Tariel, ill. Jérôme Peyrat

◗ 18 x 29 cm ◗ 32 pages ◗ hardcover
! Rights sold to China

The narrator goes through the memories of times with her
grandfather. She calls to mind all the little shared moments:
cherishing his poplar trees, wandering along the banks of
the river, time passing by and her grandpa growing older.

TALES
PRINCE CHARMING • ADVERTISING •
STEREOTYPES

Davide Cali, ill. Raphaëlle Barbanègre
◗ 25x25 cm ◗ 32 pages ◗ hardcover
! Rights not available for English and sold
to Italy, Korea, Spain, China and Latin America
DOMESTIC CHORES • EMANCIPATION •
HUMOUR

CINDERELLA AND
THE FURRY SLIPPERS

SNOW WHITE
AND THE 77 DWARFS

A young girl named Cinderella lived
with her awful stepmother and sisters.
One day the annual Prince’s ball is
advertised. Cinderella would die to go
but she hasn’t got a proper dress nor any
carriage. She phones a fairy godmother.
But the said godmother has not worked
for a long time... Never mind, the prince
himself is not what he should have been.

Once upon a time, somewhere deep in
the woods, a girl called Snow White was
running away from a terrible witch. She
came across a tiny house that belonged
to 77 dwarfs. The dwarfs were very kind
and told Snow White she could stay with
them if she agreed to help them… with
their chores.

The Illustrator
Raphaëlle Barbanègre graduated from the
École Émile Cohl in Lyon in 2008. Le prince
grenouille has been one of her notable
publications (Flammarion, 2014).

The Author
Davide Cali has been published and translated in over 25 countries. He has won a
number of awards: I Can’t Wait and The
Enemy (both illustrated by Serge Bloch),
and A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to
School (illustrated by Benjamin Chaud).

PIC TURE BOOKS (Toddlers)
HEROES • EVERYDAY LIFE

OOPS & OHLALA
(picture books)
OOPS & OHLALA (bilingual)
Mellow, ill. Amélie Graux

◗ 15 x 15 cm ◗ 24 pages
◗ hardcover ◗ pre-school
18 titles available for translation

Oops and Ohlala live toddlers’ daily
lives: they get dressed, eat, play,
celebrate a friend’s birthday...
Of course, they often make a mess
of things, which makes their
adventures entertaining.
With audio version

PLAY WITH OOPS & OHLALA (activity books)
◗ 22 x 22 cm ◗ 32 pages ◗ paperback ◗ toddlers
4 titles available for translation

With these colourful and bilingual activity books, children
draw, colour, manipulate stickers and jigsaws, link words
and pictures together in two languages and have fun!

ILLUSTRATED NOVELS
(Middle Grade)

HUMOUR • MAGIC • WITCH • CAT • BOTANY •
MEDECINE

ESTHER AND MANDRAGORE

◗ 14 x 21 cm ◗ paperback

FASHION • APPEARANCE • HUMOUR

THE BABY TOP MODELS

Clémentine Beauvais, ill. Vivilablonde

Sophie Dieuaide, ill. Marie-Pierre Oddoux

◗ 128 pages

◗ 128 pages

! Rights sold
to Italy

A highly successful series of vivid
and smart easy reads.

2018

Diane is the
eleven-yearsold model of a
major children’s
clothing line. The
day before a meeting with the famous
stylist Luca Volpone, a huge pimple
appears on her nose and she learns a
new model has already been found to
replace her.

2018 BOARDING SCHOOL • ADVENTURE •
HUMOUR • FAMILY • PETS

FLOPSY

Frédéric Dupouy,
ill. Lucie Maillot
◗ 128 pages

Flopsy is a little pink-nosed
black and white bunny.
His only goal is to get rid of
Tom the dog. It should
be easy: who would
even imagine that the
naughty one is this
adorable white furry
thing? A hilarious read.

FRIENDSHIP • FANTASTIC

THE INTRA
TERRESTRIALS
Manu Causse,
ill. Félix Rousseau
◗ 176 pages

Titouan is locked in
the sports locker room
of the boarding school.
Poor Titouan? Not really,
because in that pathetic
socks locker, the boy
discovers the biggest of
big secrets: the world of
the Intraterrestrials.

ILLUSTRATED NOVELS
(Middle Grade)

◗ 13,5 x 18 cm ◗ paperback

Some 30 books available for translation in this series.

2018 PUBLICITY • CINEMA
GLORY, GLITTER
AND MALABAR

HUMOUR • YETI • DISCRIMINATION •
SCHOOL • FAMILY HISTORY

A YETI AT SCHOOL

David Guyon,
ill. KMie.

Sophie Carquain, ill. Gwenaëlle Doumont

◗ 96 pages

This morning the
teacher has big news:
“This is Maurice, the
new pupil”. Raymond
and his friends laugh:
Maurice is a yeti!
Yetis aren’t like us,
that’s for sure… They’re huge, their feet
stink and some say they eat children. Yet,
Maurice tells them about his country and
his life and it sounds awesome!

While walking
Malabar, her beloved
dog, ten-year-old Léanne stumbles upon
Barbara Jones, the famous casting director! Captivated by Léanne’s uniqueness,
Barbara Jones invites her to her agency
for her first casting ever. The young girl is
about to live her life’s dream: posing for a
commercial. Until she realizes that she is
going to advertise for… a dog shampoo !
HUMOUR • WITCH • PETS

MY MOTHER IS A HAMSTER

Agnès de Lestrade, ill. Fanny Denisse
◗ 64 pages

Bahia is sure of it:
their new neighbour
is a witch. She
figured it out from
her lying smile and
the strange, random
items in her removal
truck. But Bahia’s mother sticks to it :
“Witches don’t exist.” To make things
worse, she even invites the neighbour
over for tea, and the old witch transforms
Bahia’s mother... into a hamster!

◗ 48 pages

ACADEMIC ORIENTATION • STEREOTYPES

MY MATHS HURTS

Élisabeth Brami, ill. Rémi Courgeon
◗ 48 pages
! Rights sold to Latin
America and Korea

To Tamara, maths
is a never-ending
nightmare. With a not
very patient teacher,
a father who thinks
that “boys are born with a computer in
their brains” and a brother who tells her
that maths is a genetic gift transmitted
from male to male, Tamara finds it hard to
be self-confident.

NOVELS (Teenagers – YA)
2018 MODERN SLAVERY • CHILDREN • HAITI
WORTHLESS

Yves-Marie Clément
◗ 14 x 21 cm
◗ 96 pages
◗ paperback

Eliette is a young Haitian
girl who works as a maid
in a middle class family.
She spends her scarce
spare time playing soccer with her friends
Ricardo and Jean-Jackson, two other
young servants. One day, her boss offers
her the painting of a rebel slave who lived
in the 1770s. At night, he appears to Eliette
and makes her understand that she is a
slave herself.
ADOLESCENCE • FRIENDSHIP • IDENTITY

FOUR GIRLS AND FOUR BOYS

Florence Hinckel

◗ 15 x 22 cm
◗ 576 pages ◗ paperback

Four girls and four boys
decide to write the diary
of their 15th year one at a
time. A subtle, funny and
moving way of writing about being a boy
and being a girl nowadays.
Florence Hinckel is one of the four authors
of U4 (Nathan-Syros).

AMAZONIA • NATIVE TRIBE • CHILDREN •
DEFORESTATION

THE PEOPLE OF THE RAIN FOREST

Marion Achard

◗ 14 x 21 cm
◗ 96 pages
◗ paperback

Deep in the Amazon
rainforest, a native tribe
comes across the bulldozers of a deforestation company. The men
from the company kill all the tribe, save for
two sisters. They are brought to a village to
learn a new language, wear clothes, go to
school… The youngest adapts to her new
life, but her sister has only one thing in
mind, go back to the forest.
AIDS • ACT UP • ARTS • HOMOSEXUALITY

CROSSED BY A LINE OF CHARCOAL

Cathy Ytak

◗ 14, 8 x 21 cm
◗ 256 pages ◗ paperback

1992. Mary, Monelle,
Julien and Samy study
visual arts and learn
how to draw from live
models. The model, Joos, is free and
handsome. They all become friends… and
more: Monelle and Julien share their first
kiss, Samy and Joos fall in love with each
other. When Mary, the fifth member of the
group, learns from Samy that Joos is HIV
positive, she cannot stand by and enrolls
with Act Up.

NOVELS (Teenagers – YA)
2018 ADOLESCENCE • FRIENDSHIP • LOVE

2018 BRAINWASHING • ORIGINES • TEENAGEHOOD

BURNING SOULS

FIRST TIME

Isabelle Rossignol
◗ 176 pages

Agnès de Lestrade
◗ 64 pages

+

Rose is fourteen, has blueberry eyes and falls in love
easily. But above all, Rose
is in love with Paolo. The
first time their eyes met, Rose fell head over
heels, and when he took her hand for the
first time, she thought she might faint, before realizing that the boy was fast asleep.
Actually, Paolo is a sleepwalker... Or at least,
that's what he's trying to make her believe
before telling her that he fell in love too.

◗ 12,5 x 19 cm ◗ paperback

At sixteen, Inès feels left
out: she hates the way
men stare at women
and she is angry at her father for being
so "Occidental" and for never telling her
about her origins. On a forum, she ends up
chatting with Gégé who has real life ideals
and a strict Muslim faith. He will drive her
to perform a symbolic act to prove her
religious commitment.

GEORGE’S SONS [ SECT • INDOCTRINATION •
] Manu Causse ◗ 176 pages

SUFFOCATING [ TEENAGEHOOD • ANGER •
DIVORCE • LOVE ] Isabelle Vouin ◗ 64 pages

BELIEFS

ECO SAPIENS [ SUMMER CAMP • ECOLOGY •
LOVE • FRIENDSHIP ] Raphaële Frier ◗ 112 pages

[ MURDER • RAPE • FORGIVENESS ]

THE CARROT AND THE STICK

[ SCHOOL BULLYING • APPEARANCE • FRIENDSHIP ]
Delphine Pessin ◗ 192 pages

BIG CRUSH [ ROMANCE • EXCESS WEIGHT •

SOCIAL PRESSURE • FAMILY ]

Raphaële Frier ◗ 160 pages
BAD CONNEXION [ INTERNET • SEXUAL HARASSMENT •
] Jo Witek ◗ 96 pages
! Rights sold to Latin America

ADOLESCENCE

BAD SON [ FATHER-SON RELATIONSHIP • HOMOSEXUALITY •
◗ 96 pages

SELF-ACCEPTANCE ] Raphaële Frier

BESIDE MYSELF

[ PREGNANCY DENIAL • ANONYMOUS CHILDBIRTH ]
Florence Hinckel ◗ 224 pages

THE BATHROOM DOOR [ PEDOPHILIA • PUBERTY •
INTIMACY ] Sandrine Beau ◗ 96 pages

I KNOW THAT YOU KNOW

Gilles Abier ◗ 96 pages

KICKING WITH HEELS

[ SEXIST VIOLENCE • SORORITY • ADOLESCENCE ]
Sylvie Deshors ◗ 96 pages

TOO SOON [ FIRST TIME • TEEN PREGNANCY •
] Jo Witek ◗ 96 pages

ABORTION

DON’T TOUCH MY MOTHER!

[ DOMESTIC VIOLENCE • MALE-FEMALE RELATIONSHIP ]
Hervé Mestron ◗ 64 pages
! Rights sold to Latin America
VIBRATIONS

[ RACISM • VIOLENCE • NEW TECHNOLOGIES ]
Raphaële Frier ◗ 96 pages
! Rights sold to Latin America

WHO DID YOU THINK I WAS?

[ NON COMMUNICATION • RAPE ]

Isabelle Rossignol ◗ 128 pages

